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Medium

Maximization

K. HSEE
CHRISTOPHER
FANGYU
JIAOZHANG
YANZHANG*
A medium-for example, points or money-is a token people receive as the immediate rewardof theireffort.It has no value in and of itself,but it can be traded
fora desiredoutcome. Experimentsdemonstratethat,when people are faced with
options entailingdifferentoutcomes, the presence of a mediumcan alter what
optionthey choose. This effect occurs because the mediumpresents an illusion
of advantageto an otherwisenot so advantageousoption,an illusionof certainty
to an otherwiseuncertainoption,or an illusionof linearityto an otherwiseconcave
effort-outcomereturnrelationship.This workhas implicationsfor how pointsinfluence consumerchoice and how money influenceshumanbehavior.

Wealthis evidentlynot the good we areseeking; it is merelyuseful and for the sake of
something

else.

points are not what she really wants. They arejust a medium
that she can redeem for a gift (a desired outcome) later on
(see, e.g., Kivetz and Simonson 2002; Van Osselaer,Alba,
and Manchanda2001). When childrenin schools thatadopt
a token economy complete a task, they may receive chips
(Kazdin 1982), but the chips are not what the childrenreally
want. They are just a medium that the children can trade
for a piece of candy or some other desired good later on.
More importantly,the money we earn from work is also a
medium. Thus, the potentialimplicationof researchon medium is not medium; it is extra large.
Since the medium is inherentlyworthless,people should
skip it andbase theirdecision solely on the effort outcome
-+
relationship.However,the effort outcome relationshipis
typically not directly given, and one has to infer it from the
two typically given relationships:the relationshipbetween
effort and the immediate payoff in medium (effort -- medium) and the exchange relationshipbetween medium and
outcome (medium -+ outcome). In orderto effectively skip
the medium, one has to pay equal attention to these two
types of relationships.
Ourtenet is thatpeople often fail to fully skip the medium
and they maximize not just the effort -o outcome returnbut
also the effort -- medium return.We refer to the pursuitof
the effort -- medium returnas medium maximization.For
example, suppose that a person could choose either a lesseffortful action that gives her level of medium Ml, which
correspondsto outcome 0, or a more effortful action that
gives her level of medium M2, which correspondsto outcome 02. Her decision of which action to take will be influenced not only by how much 02 is better than 0, but
also by how much M2 is greaterthan M,. In other words,
if M2 is sufficiently greaterthanM1, then, even if 02 is no

(ARISTOTLE, Nicomachean

Ethics)

n order to achieve a desired outcome, we usually have
to exert effort. Often, however, the immediatepayoff of
our effort is not the outcome we actuallycare about.Instead,
it is merely an instrument,a token, which has no value in
itself but can be tradedfor the outcome we care about. In
other words, it is merely a "medium"between our effort
and the desired outcome, as in the following:
Effort -o medium -+ outcome.

Media are present in many decision contexts. For exmemberflies, he acample, when a frequent-flyer-program
cumulatesmiles. Miles, however,arenot whathe reallycares
about. They are merely a medium that he can tradefor free
travel (a desired outcome) lateron. When a loyalty-program
member purchases a product, she may earn points, but the
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betterthan 01, she may still choose the more effortfulaction
yielding M2 and 02.

The remainderof the article is organizedas follows. We
first review the relevant literatureand then define what we
refer to as a medium effect. The main body of the article
focuses on threespecifictypes of mediumeffect andpresents
empirical findings for each type. We conclude with a discussion of theoreticaland applied implications.

RELEVANT LITERATURE
A medium is similar to what learning theorists refer to
as a conditionedreinforcer.Vast literatureon learningsuggests that a neutral stimulus can acquire a reinforcement
value throughassociationwith a primaryreinforcerand can
change behaviors even after the primary reinforceris removed (e.g., Armus 1982; Boysen et al. 1996; Bugelski
1938; Herrnstein 1964; Mazur 1995; Williams and Dunn
1991). A medium, such as points, may have acquiredits
reinforcementvalue via the extensive learning history extending back to one's childhood. For example, more points
on a child's exam are usually followed by more praisefrom
parents.As a consequence,points may have acquireda positive value and remain attractiveeven when the primary
reinforcers(e.g., praisefrom parents)are no longer present.
Our medium maximizationidea is also inspiredby prior
research suggesting psychological myopia. Psychological
myopia here refersto a tendencyin decision makersto focus
on informationimmediatelyrelatedto their choice or judgment and to ignore other (e.g., background)information.A
prototypicalexample is money illusion, a phenomenonthat
has intriguedeconomists and psychologists alike for many
years (Fisher 1928; Kahneman,Knetsch, and Thaler 1986;
see also FehrandTyran2001; Shafir,Diamond,andTversky
1997). Money illusion is the finding that, in times of inflation, people overlook inflation rate information and base
theirjudgment of a financialoutcome on its nominal value
ratherthan on its inflation-adjustedreal value. For example,
people find a 10%salaryincreasein times of a 12%inflation
more satisfying than a 1% salary deductionin times of no
inflation, even though the latter is better in real monetary
terms. The money illusion reflectsrespondents'tendencyto
focus on the face value of the event to be judged and to
ignore the backgroundexchange relationshipbetween the
face value and the real outcome.
The same myopia seems to underlie medium maximization. As we discussed earlier, in decisions involving a
medium,the two pieces of informationdecision makerstypically have are (a) the effort -> mediumrelationshipand (b)
the medium -- outcome relationship.The former is about
the immediaterewardof their choice, and the latteris about
the exchangeratebetweenmediumandoutcome(very much
like the exchangeratebetween nominalvalue andreal value
in money illusion). In orderto effectively cancel the influence of a medium, decision makersshould give equal considerationsto the two relationships.But psychological myopia implies that decision makers will be sensitive to the
effort -f medium relationshipbut relatively insensitive to

the medium --- outcome relationship.As a result, they will
fail to fully cancel the influence of the medium.
Psychological myopia is a ubiquitousphenomenon and
is implied in many other,seemingly unrelated,studies. One
example is the research on proxy attributesversus fundamental attributes(e.g., Keeney 1980; 1994; Keeney and
Raiffa 1976). A proxy attributeis an indirect, and often
more available, index of a more fundamentalattribute-a
factor with which the decision maker is more concerned.
For example, the concentrationof pollutantsin the air is a
proxy attributefor a more fundamentalattribute-the health
consequence of pollution to humans. Keeney and Raiffa
(1976) arguedthat the use of proxy attributesmay lead to
systematic biases and recommendedthat decision analysts
use fundamentalattributesinstead. Subsequentresearchby
Fischer et al. (1987) found that decision makerswho were
presentedwith proxy attributesdid not spontaneouslytranslate them into fundamentalattributesand gave the proxy
attributesmore weight than warrantedby expected utility
theories.Consistentwith mediummaximization,this finding
reflects the tendency to focus on the immediate outcomes
and overlook the more fundamentaloutcomes.
Another study showing insensitivity to fundamentaloutcomes is from the ultimatumgames literature.Kagel, Kim,
and Moser (1996) found that, when players bargainedover
chips with differentexchange rates, their perceptionof fairness was more focused on the distributionof the chips than
the distributionof the final outcomes.
In their work on loyalty programs,Van Osselaer et al.
(2001) have documentedmyopic maximizationof intrinsically worthless points. In one of their simulated airline
choice studies, the authors asked research participantsto
imagine that they could receive a free ticket if they had
earned a certain number of points from an airline and to
choose among several airlines that awardedpoints in different temporal sequences. The respondents tended to
choose the airline that awardedthe most points at the time
of their choice, even though doing this was normatively
suboptimal.
Anotherexample of psychological myopia is the pseudocertaintyeffect. Kahnemanand Tversky (1984) found that
most respondentspreferreda 20% chance at $45 over a 25%
chance at $30, but when the same problem was framed in
terms of a two-phaseproblemwhere one had a 25% chance
to pass the first phase and, if one passes the firstphase, one
can choose between an 80%chance at $45 or a 100%chance
at $30, most people choose the latter.This result reflects
two psychological processes. First, certainty(100%) has a
particularlystrong appeal. Second, and more pertinentto
the presentwork, respondentsin the contingent-probability
condition based their decision myopically on the probabilities directly associated with the choice options (80% vs.
100%) and overlooked the backgroundprobabilityof 25%.
Anotherexample of psychological myopia in the context of
a two-phase problem is the recent work by Sood, Rottenstreich, and Brenner(forthcoming)on decisions leading to
other decisions. For example, when consumers who are
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shoppingfor a cameraare asked at which camerastore they
would buy the camera,insteadof being directlyaskedwhich
camerathey would buy, the consumersshow high sensitivity
to the characteristicsof the stores (e.g., numberof options
available)and low sensitivity to the qualitiesof the available
cameras, which are the actual outcomes.
Another form of psychological myopia is identifiedin a
set of recent studies by Leclerc, Hsee, and Nunes (2003).
The studies show that consumerstend to favor a high-ranking product in a low-ranking category over a low-ranking
productin a high-rankingcategory,holdingthe acutualquality of the productsconstant.This effect presumablyoccurs
because people evaluate the productrelative to the the local
category ratherthan to all the products across all the categories. Leclerc et al. refer to this phenomenonas "narrow
focusing."
More generally, Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin (1999)
suggest that,in makingdecisions involving multiplephases,
people often fail to broadlyassess all the consequencestaken
together and myopically focus on the most immediately
available consequences. They refer to this phenomenonas
"narrowbracketing,"and they use it to explain a wide range
of researchfindings, including preferencesfor temporalsequences (e.g., Loewenstein and Prelec 1993; Read et al.
1999), risk aggregation(e.g., BenartziandThaler1995;Thaler et al. 1997), mental accounting (Thaler 1985, 2000),
attributeevaluabilityandjoint-separateevaluationreversals
(e.g., Hsee 1996; Hsee et al. 1999), and taste change (e.g.,
Herrnsteinand Prelec 1992; Heyman 1996). In this research,
we study this psychological myopiain the formof a medium
effect. Furthermore,we identify factors that moderatethis
effect.

TlHE MEDIUM EFFECT
We define a medium effect as the difference in decision
between two consequentially equivalent conditions, one
with a medium (which we will refer to as the mediumcondition) and one without(which we will referto as the control
condition). For ease of discussion, let us consider the following simple medium and control conditions: In the medium condition, people are faced with two options (option
1 and option 2), each correspondingto a certain level of
effort, a certain amountof medium, and a certainoutcome.
They are informed of the relationshipbetween effort and
medium and the relationshipbetween mediumand outcome,
but not the relationshipbetween effort and outcome. The
control condition is the same as the medium condition, except that there is no medium and people are directly informed of the relationshipbetween effort and outcome.
Which option will people choose in each condition?For
ease of discussion, let E1 and E2 denote the disutility of
effort associated with option 1 and option 2, respectively;
0, and 02 denote the desirabilityof the outcomes; and M,
and M2 denote the levels of medium.
In the control condition, we assume thatpeople will simply compare the relative difference in effort between the
options with the relative difference in outcome between the

3
options. Thus, their likelihood of choosing one option over
the other, say, option 2 over option 1, can be modeled
roughly as
02
E2
L(control) = - Os

(1)

El

The reason for using ratios ratherthan absolute differences
is that people usually judge the advantage of one option
over anotherin relative terms (Shafir,Osherson,and Smith
1993).
In the mediumcondition,our previousdiscussion on myopia and medium maximizationsuggests that people's decision will be influencednot only by the final outcome but
also by the medium. Thus, their likelihood of choosing option 2 over option 1 can be modeled roughly as
L (medium)= wM2+ (1 - w) 2 - E
Ml

O

El

(2)

wherethe weight w, rangingbetween zero and one, indicates
the degree to which the decision makeris influencedby the
medium.1
A comparisonbetween equation 1 and equation2 yields
the following propositions.First, the presence of a medium
may lead people to make different choices. That is,
L(medium)may be differentfrom L(control).We shall refer
to this difference as the medium effect. Second, the mere
presenceof a mediumis not sufficientto producea medium
effect. As equations 1 and 2 show, whetherthe presence of
a medium leads to a medium effect depends on whether
M2,/M is differentfrom 02/01 If it is not, then equation2
will reduce to equation 1, and there will be no medium
effect. We will elaborate on these propositions when presenting the experiments.

THREE CASES OF THE1MEDIUM EFFECT
The mediumeffect manifestsitself in differentsituations.
In this article we focus on three types of situationsthat we
believe are representativeof many real-worlddecisions involving media. The first case is about a choice between a
less effortful action and a more effortful action, where the
more effortful action does not yield a much betteroutcome
than the less effortful one. Here, the medium may give the
more effortfulaction an illusion of advantageand lead more
people to choose it. The second case is aboutoptions whose
outcomes are uncertain.Here, the medium may give those
options an illusion of certainty and increase their attractiveness. The last case concerns situations where the marginal returnof effort diminishesover time, thatis, the return
function of effort is concave. Here, a medium may create
an illusion of linearityand lead people to exert more effort.
'These equations are not meant to be precise models; they are only
approximations.
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Of these threecases, the firstis the most basic, and the latter
two are extensions.

MEDIUM EFFECT CASE 1: THE
ILLUSION OF ADVANTAGE
This section concerns situationswhere people choose between two options (say options 1 and 2), and the advantage
of option 2 over option 1 in medium is large but the advantage in actual outcome is small. In other words,
M2/Ml is large but 02/01 is small.
This type of situationis reminiscentof many real-world
decisions where moving from a less effortful action to a
more effortful action (e.g., from a less demandingjob to a
more demandingone) may be highly advantageousin the
medium (e.g., money) but not so advantageousin the final
outcome (e.g., overall happiness).
In this type of situation,the mediumgives option2, which
is originally not very advantageousto option 1, an illusion
of advantage,and therebywill increase people's likelihood
of choosing option 2. This predictioncan be easily derived
from equations 1 and 2. Because L(medium) is a function
of both M21/Mand 02/10, and L(control) is a function of
only 02/0, it is obvious that when M2/M, is greaterthan
02/01

(and w is not equal to zero), L(medium) is greater

than L(control).The above analysis leads to the following
hypothesis:
Hla: When faced with two options (option 1 and option 2), where M2/M1is greaterthan 02/0, people will be more likely to choose option 2 in the
medium condition than in the control condition.
The effect describedin hypothesis la will be referredto as
a medium effect. If equations 1 and 2 are correct,then the
following hypothesis will also hold:
Hlb: The medium effect could be "turnedoff' if the
M2/M, ratio is made smaller and closer to the
02/0,

ratio.

Hypothesis lb sets a boundarycondition for hypothesis la,
suggesting that the mere presence of a medium is not sufficient to generate a medium effect.
We now report three studies. Studies 1 and 2 are pilot
studies, and they tested only hypothesis la. Study 3 tested
both hypotheses la and lb.

STUDY 1 (TASK/ICE CREAM)
Overview
The study involved a choice between a short task and a
long task, each correspondingto a different flavor of ice
cream as the reward (outcome). The amount of ice cream
was kept constant(1 gallon). There were two between-subject conditions, control and medium. The relationshipsbetween task and outcome in these conditions can be summarized symbolically as follows:

Controlcondition:
Short task (6 minutes) - vanilla ice cream.
Long task (7 minutes) -- pistachio ice cream.
Medium condition:
ShortTask(6 minutes)- 60 points -+ vanillaice cream.
Long Task (7 minutes) -o 100 points -o pistachio ice
cream.
Notice that this design fits the characteristicsof the situation discussed above, namely, M2/IM> 02/0O. Here,
M2/M, = 100/60 or 1.67. In a pretest, we found that most
students did not consider pistachio ice cream to be better
than vanilla ice cream. Hence, it is reasonableto assume
that

21/0, is smaller than M2/M, = 1.67.

Method
Ninety-six students from a midwesternuniversity were
approachedon campus and told that they could participate
in an experimentin the following week and receive 1 gallon
of Haagen Dazs ice cream in return.They then filled out a
questionnaire, ostensibly designed to gather information
from potentialparticipants.In the control condition,the respondentswere told aboutthe following week's experiment
that they could choose between two similar tasks, one requiring six minutes and one seven minutes; that the flavor
of the ice cream they would receive depended on which
task they chose; and that they would receive vanilla ice
cream, if they chose the shorttask, and pistachioice cream,
if they chose the longer task.
The medium condition was the same as the control condition, except that a medium was introduced:respondents
were told that they would receive 60 points, if they chose
the short task or 100 points, if they chose the longer task,
and that, with 50-99 points, they would receive vanilla ice
cream and with 100 or more points they would receive
pistachio ice cream. They were also told that the points had
no other value and were nontransferable.
After having made their choices, respondentswere also
askedwhich type of ice creamthey liked more.This question
was designed to test whetherthe medium influencedjudgments of the actual outcomes.

Results and Discussion
As summarizedin figure 1, the result supportshypothesis
la: more respondentschose the long task in the medium
condition than in the control condition (X2 = 7.43,p <
.01). We consider this as preliminaryevidence for medium
maximization.
A possible alternativeexplanationfor the finding is that
respondentsin the mediumcondition may have used points
to infer the relative desirabilityof the ice creams and therefore chose the pistachio ice cream, which requiredmore
points. Had this been the case, then, in the subsequentice
cream preference question, those respondentsshould also
have expressed a greaterliking for pistachio ice creamthan
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FIGURE1

pretest, most studentspreferred$100 now to $150 in three

STUDY1 RESULTS

years. Thus, 02/01
M21M, = 1.5.

is less than one and smaller than

60%

Method
40% -

20% -

0%
Control

*% of Ss choosing long task

Medium
O% of Ss preferringpistachio ice cream

NOTE.-The percentage of participantschoosing the long task is greater in the
medium condition than in the control condition, although the percentage of participants preferringthe outcome of the long task (pistachio ice cream) remains
the same across the two conditions.

those in the controlcondition.But this is not what we found.
As figure 1 shows, there was no difference. In both conditions, the respondents liked vanilla ice cream more. It
seems that the presence of a medium may lead people to
choose a longer task and end up with a less preferred
outcome.

STUDY 2 (BANKING)
Overview
context.
Study2 replicatesstudy 1 in a marketing-relevant
It also includes a poststudyquestionnaireto ensure that the
respondentsunderstoodthe instructions.The decision in the
study was to choose between two branches of a bank at
which to buy a certificate of deposit (CD). The outcome
was a prize offered by the bank for buying the CD. There
were two possible prizes: $100 now or $150 three years
from now when the CD matured.The study had two between-subjectconditions, which can be summarizedas follows:
Controlcondition:
Branch 1 (5 minutes away) -- $100 now.
Branch 2 (6 minutes away) - $150 three years from
now.
Medium condition:
Branch 1 (5 minutesaway) - 100 points -- $100 now.
Branch2 (6 minutesaway) - 150 points - $150 three
years from now.
Again, this design matches the characteristicsconducive
to a medium effect, namely, that M21MI> 02/0,.
Here,

M2IM, = 150/100 = 1.5;

02/10

= the attractiveness of

$150 in three years/the attractivenessof $100 now. In a

Respondentswere 236 students from a midwesternuniversity in the United States and an east coast universityin
China.Those in the controlconditionwere asked to imagine
that they had $5,000 cash and planned to buy a three-year
$5,000 CD at one of two nearbybranchesof a large bank;
one branch was five minutes away, and the other was six
minutes away. In a one-day promotion, the bank was offering a prize for those purchasinga $5,000 CD. The respondentswere told that,if they boughtthe CD at the branch
five minutes away, the bank would give them $100 immediately, and if they bought the CD at the branch six
minutes away, the bank would give them $150 three years
laterwhen the CD matured.They were asked to assume that
they only had enough money to buy one such CD. Their
task was to decide at which branchto buy the CD.
The medium condition was identical to the control condition, except that a medium (points) was introducedbetween choice of branchand type of outcome. Respondents
were told that, if they bought the CD at the branch five
minutes away, the bank would give them 100 points, and
if they bought the CD at the branchsix minutes away, the
bank would give them 150 points. They were also told that,
if they had 100 points, the bank would give them $100
immediately, and if they had 150 points, the bank would
give them $150 threeyears laterwhen the CD matured.The
points were said to have no other value. The decision was
whetherto buy the CD at the five-minute-awaybranchthat
would give them 100 points or the six-minute-awaybranch
that would give them 150 points.
To test whether the respondentsunderstoodthe instructions, we asked the following questions afterthey had made
their choice. The first question (for both the control and the
medium conditions) asked how many prizes one could possibly receive from the bank (the correct answer was one).
The second question (also for both the control and the medium conditions) asked the respondentsto recall the prize
they would receive if they bought the CD at the branchsix
minutes away; the correct answer was $150 three years
later). The third question (only for the medium condition)
asked whetherthe points had any otheruse besides allowing
one to receive a cash prize; the correctanswer was no). Of
the 236 respondents,23 respondentsansweredone or more
of the questions incorrectlyor did not answer all the questions, and they were excluded from the analysis. (Including
these respondents in the analysys does not significantly
change the results.)

Results and Discussion
Again, we found a medium effect. The proportionof respondents choosing the six-minute-away branch was sig-
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nificantlyhigher (X2 = 18.66,p < .01) in the medium condition (44%) than in the control condition (17%).
This study also rules out several potentialalternativeexplanationsfor the mediumeffect of study 1 (Tasks/IceCream
study). One is thatthe respondentsmay have misunderstood
the instructions.This explanationis not likely for this study
because the result is based only on respondentswho answered all the poststudyquestions correctly.Anotheralternative explanationis that points may have served as a cue
to the desirabilityof the outcomes. Again, this explanation
does not easily apply to study 2 because it is unlikely that
people need to infer the desirabilityof "$100 now" or "$150
in three years"from points. A thirdalternativeexplanation
for the medium effect in study 1 is that points may have
served as a cue for the importanceof the tasks. Because the
long task in study 1 awarded more points than the short
task, the respondentsmay have consideredthe long task to
be more importantand thereforechose that task. This explanation is less viable for study 2. Study 2 is a scenario
study, and, in the scenario,the points were merely a means
of promotion by the bank. It is unlikely that respondents
used these points to infer the relative importanceof their
tasks: to bank at five-minute-awaybranch or six-minuteaway branch.

STUDY 3 (SNICKERS/ALMONDJOY)
Overview
Study 3 extends studies 1 and 2 in two nontrivialdirections. First, it included three medium conditions, with different M2/M1ratios. This feature was designed to test hypothesis lb, that concerningthe boundarycondition of the
medium effect. Second, unlike the first two studies, where
people with more points could not tradefor the rewardfor
fewer points, in study 3, people with more points could
choose the reward for fewer points. This feature was designed to make the study more realistic. In real life, people
with moremediumtypicallyhave more optionsof outcomes.
To hold this feature constant across all conditions, we introducedthe flexibility not only to the medium conditions
but also to the control condition.
This study containedthe following four conditions:
Controlcondition:
Short task (20 minutes) -- 1 pound of Snickers bars.
-Long task (25 minutes) choice of 1 poundof Snickers
Almond
of
bars or 1 pound
Joy bars.

Medium condition 1 (the 60/100 condition):
Short task (20 minutes) -+ 60 points -

1 pound of

Snickers bars.
Long task (25 minutes) -- 100 points - choice of 1

poundof Snickersbarsor 1 poundof AlmondJoy bars.

Medium condition 2 (the 60/61 condition):
Short task (20 minutes) - 60 points - 1 pound of
Snickers bars.
Long task (25 minutes ) -o 61 points - choice of I
poundof Snickersbarsor 1 poundof AlmondJoy bars.
Medium condition 3 (the color medium condition):
Short task (20 minutes) - a brown ticket - 1 pound
of Snickers bars.
Long task (25 minutes) - a blue ticket -o choice of 1
poundof Snickersbarsor 1 poundof AlmondJoy bars.
Notice that the final rewards associated with the tasks
were held constantacross all the conditions.The differences
among the conditions lay in whether there was a medium
and what the medium was. In the control condition, there
was no medium, and 02/01 was relatively small. Here, O,
was the desirabilityof Snickers bars and 02 was the desirability of a choice between Snickers bars and Almond Joy
bars. In a pretest (n = 81), we found that most (71%) studentspreferredSnickersbarsto AlmondJoy bars.Therefore,
the relative advantageof having the option of Almond Joy
bars was small, and 02/01 would not be much greaterthan
one. In the 60/100 condition, the M2/M, ratio was rather
large (100/60). Thus, based on hypothesis la, we expected
more people to choose the long task in this condition than
in the control condition.
The remainingtwo medium conditions were designed to
test hypothesis lb, according to which the medium effect
could be turned off by manipulatingM2/M,. In the 60/61
condition, the M2/M, ratio was reduced to 61/60, close to
one. In the color mediumcondition,the mediumwas simply
colored tickets, and M2/M1was either meaningless or one.
Thus, we predicted that the medium effect found in the
originalmediumconditionwould fade or vanishin the latter
two medium conditions.

Method
This study was conductedin the dining hall of a southern
university in the United States with 174 unpaid students.
The methodwas similarto that used in study 1. The choices
were to complete a 20-minutesurvey or a 25-minutesurvey.
The outcome for completing the short task was to receive
one pound of Snickers bars and that for the long task was
to choose either 1 pound of Almond Joy bars or 1 pound
of Snickers bars.
Otherthan what is describedabove, the controlcondition
and the 60/100 condition were basically the same as the
control and the medium conditions in study 1, respectively.
The other two medium conditions were identical to the
60/100 condition,except that 60 points and 100 points were
replaced with 60 points and 61 points, respectively, in the
60/61 condition, and with a brown ticket and a blue ticket,
respectively, in the color medium condition.
Afterhavingmadetheirdecisions, participantswere asked
which type of chocolatesthey liked more. This questionwas
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they are not, then there is no need to make the extra effort.
But what this experimentshows is that, when a medium is
introduced,people may focus on the medium, and, if the
payoff in medium from the extra effort seems relatively
large, people will exert the extra effort, althoughthe extra
options in the rewardset are of no extra value to them.

designed to replicate the observation in study 1 that the
medium did not affect preferencesfor the outcomes.

Results and Discussion
The results are summarizedin figure 2. As predictedin
hypothesis la, more people signed up for the long task in
the 60/100 condition than in the control condition (X2 =
18.8,p < .001). As predictedin hypothesis lb, the medium
effect evaporated in the other two medium conditions
(X2< 1 in both cases), thus leaving the 60/100 condition as
the only one thatwas significantlydifferentfromthe control.
Furtheranalyses reveal that the 60/100 condition differed
not only from the control but also from the other two medium conditions(X2 = 13.47, p < .001, from the 60/61 condition, and X2 = 12.81, p < .001, from the color medium
condition). These results not only replicatethe medium effect but also show thatthe mediumeffect did not arise from
the mere presence of the medium but from the illusion of
advantagethe medium creates.
The chocolate preferencedata collected at the end of the
studyrevealedno significantdifferencesbetweenthe control
and any of the medium conditions, a result consistent with
what we found in study 1. This study mimics real-life situations in which people can either exert less effort or more
effort where the real advantageof exerting more effort is
to have more options for reward, not more rewards. Normatively, what people ought to do is consider whetherthe
extra options are any better than the existing ones, and if

MEDIUM EFFECT CASE 2: THE
ILLUSION OF CERTAINTY
This case is concernedwith a choice betweentwo options,
where the outcome of one option is certain,the outcome of
the other is uncertain, and the levels of medium in both
options are certain.We proposethatthe mediumin this case
will create an illusion of certaintyto the uncertainoption
and thereforeincreaseits attractiveness.Specifically,we offer the following hypothesis:
H2: When faced with two choice options, one with a
risky outcome, one with a sure outcome, and both
with certainlevels of mediumin the mediumcondition, more people will choose the option with a
risky outcome in the medium condition than in
the control condition.
The following study tests this hypothesis.
GURE2

STUDY 3 RESULTS
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NOTE.-Thepercentageof participants
choosingthe long task is greaterin the 60/100 mediumcondition(wherethe mediumratiobetweenthe longand the short
the outcomeuniqueto the longtask (AlmondJoy) is no greaterin
tasks is high)thanin any of the otherconditions,althoughthe percentageof participants
preferring
thatconditionthanin any of the otherconditions.
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STUDY 4 (STOCK/CASH)
Overview
The choice in this study was whetherto quit a temporary
job now, with a sure outcome, or to quit it in the following
month,with a risky outcome. The outcome was money, and
the medium was stock. The shareprice of the stock was $1
now and would be either $0 or $2 in the following month.
The two conditions of the study can be summarizedas follows:
Controlcondition:
-Quittingnow $1,000.
Quittingin a month $0 or $6,000 with even chance.
Medium condition:
Quittingnow -- 1,000 shares of stock -+ $1,000.
Quitting in a month 3,000 shares of stock -* $0 or
$6,000 with even chance.
We predictedthat more people would work for the extra
monthin the mediumconditionthanin the controlcondition
because the medium (stock) transformedthe original risky
decision between a sure monetarypayoff and an uncertain
monetarypayoff into a seemingly riskless decision between
two apparentlysure stock payoffs.

Method
Respondents(105 studentsfrom a southernuniversityand
a midwesternuniversityin the United States) were asked to
imagine that they had worked as a temporaryassistantin a
company for one month and that they had the option either
to terminatethe job now or to work one more month. For
ease of exposition, let us first consider the medium condition. Respondentswere told that they would only receive
stock as their compensation and that they had to redeem
their shares as soon as they received them. Respondents
were furthertold that the stock value was $1/share at the
present time and would be either $0 or $2 per share with
equal chance a month later and that if they terminatedtheir
job now, they would receive a total of 1,000 sharesof stock,
and if they worked one more month, they would receive a
total of 3,000 shares.
In the control condition, there was no mention of the
stock. The respondentswere directly informedof the monetary consequence of their choices: the monetary figures
were simply calculatedfrom the correspondingstock values
in the mediumcondition.Thus, the controland the medium
conditions were identical in terms of the final outcome. In
both conditions,the dependentvariablewas whetherto quit
now or to work one more month.

Results and Discussion
As expected, significantlymore people (X2 = 10.30, p <
.001) optedto workone moremonthin the mediumcondition

(61%) than in the control condition (30%). In supportof
hypothesis2, the medium (stock) indeed increasedthe popularityof the risky option. Presumably,the medium(stocks)
endowed the risky option an illusion of certainty.
In real life, the outcome of an activity is often uncertain.
What our findings suggest is that the introductionof a medium can createan illusion of certaintyand therebyincrease
willingness to engage in the activity.Forexample,the actual
benefit of physical exercises (e.g., jogging) is often uncertain. however,if people are awardedpoints every time they
jog, they will probably be more motivated to performthe
exercise. Indeed,some fancy heart-ratemonitorscan present
joggers with feedback of how many calories they have
burned. To some extent, the calorie readings serve as a
medium, which makes people feel that for every unit of
effort they exert, they are achieving a guaranteedreward-a
jump in the reading, even though the actual outcome-benefit to their health-remains uncertain.
Thalerand Shefrin(1981) hypothesizedthatkeepingtrack
of one's calorie consumptionhas a self-controlfunctionand
can lead people to eat less. This hypothesis is probablythe
flip side of the heart-rate-monitoreffect discussed above.
Just as telling people how many calories they have burned
can motivate them to exercise, telling people how many
calories they have gained can demotivate them to eat. In
both cases, the calorie count serves as a medium that provides a sense of certaintyto an otherwiseuncertainoutcome.

MEDIUM EFFECT CASE 3: THE ILLUSION
OF LINEARITY
The two cases discussed so far are aboutchoices between
discreteoptions.The case to be discussedhere is aboutwhen
to terminatea continuousactivity. In particular,the present
case involves two properties.First, people continuouslyexert effort (or endurepain or incur cost) over time, and their
decision is about when to terminatethe ongoing process.
Second, the marginal outcome of the activity diminishes
over time. In otherwords, the outcomeis a concave function
of time. Again, this situationis representativeof many realworld decisions, where the marginalreturnof effort diminishes over time.
Based on the medium maximizationhypothesis, we propose the following hypothesis:
H3a: If the outcome of an ongoing aversive activity
is a concave function of time but the payoff of
the medium of the activity is a linear function
of time, then people in the medium condition
will engage in the activity longer than those in
the control condition.
Here, the medium generatesan illusion of linearity.
However,accordingto the mediummaximizationnotion,
the effect postulated in hypothesis 3a does not arise from
the mere presence of the mediumbut from the fact that the
medium payoff is more linear than the outcome. It implies
that,if the mediumpayoff patternis the same as the outcome

_

_
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FIGURE 3
RELATIONSHIPAMONG TIME, POINTS, AND M&M'SIN STUDY 5
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NOTE.-Inall the conditions,the M&M'spayoffis a concave functionof time. Inthe controlcondition,this concave relationship
is transparent.Inthe linearmedium
betweenpointsand time. Inthe concave mediumcondition,this concave relationship
is again
condition,this concave relationshipis maskedby a linearrelationship
transparent.

payoff pattern,the medium effect would vanish. This leads
to the following hypothesis:

STUDY 5 (NOISE/M&M'S)
Overview

H3b: If the payoff of the medium of the activity is the
same concave functionas the outcome,thenthere
will be no medium effect.
The following study tested both hypotheses 3a and 3b.

The decision investigatedin this study was when to quit
listening to a noise emitted from headphones.The reward
for listening to the noise was M&M's. The medium was
points. The study consisted of three between-subjectconditions-control, linearmedium,and concave medium.Fig-
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ure 3 presents a graphic summary of the three conditions.
Note that the ultimate relationshipbetween M&M's (outcome) and time (effort) was identicalin all threeconditions:
it was concave.
Participantswere informedof these relationshipspriorto
the noise episode. While listening to the noise, they saw a
readoutof the numberof M&M's (in the controlcondition)
or of the numberof points (in the two medium conditions)
changing on a computerscreen and could stop the noise at
any time.
We had two predictions. First, people in the linear-medium condition would endurethe noise longer thanthe control condition participantsbecause the linear medium endowed the otherwise concave M&M's payoff function an
illusion of linearity.Second, people in the concave-medium
condition would not differ significantly from those in the
control condition because the patternof the medium here
maintainedthe original M&M's payoff pattern.

eight points; and so forth; and that, with every point, they
would receive one M&M.
After the experiment,participantswere asked how many
M&M's they thought they would receive for the last 10
seconds they had listened to the noise. This question was
designed to see whetherthe respondent'sjudgmentmatched
the actualrewardrate,as had been recordedby the computer.
We consider a moderatelyinaccuratejudgment acceptable
because the inaccuracymay have resultedfrom the difficulty
of rememberingthe durationof the noise or the difficulty
of inferringthe returnratefromthe readingson the computer
screen. But if the judgment was too far from reality, which
we consider as more than ? 3 from the correctanswer,the
respondentmay have misunderstoodthe instructions.Nine
respondentsfell into this category and were excluded from
analysis.Cuttingthe dataat ? 2 or + 3 does not significantly
change the results.

Results and Discussion
Method
Participants (100 students from a large university in
China) were asked to listen to an increasingly loud noise
emittedfrom a set of earphones,and in exchangethey would
receive M&M's plus a fixed payment of 5 yuans (approximately 60 cents). M&M's were popularamong college students there and were expensive relative to their living
expenses.
Participantswere run individually,each seated in frontof
a computerand wearinga pair of earphones.Once the noise
started, the participantcould terminate it at any time by
pressing a key. The dependentvariable was how long the
participantwould endurethe noise beforeterminatingit. The
longer they enduredthe noise, the more M&M's they would
receive. If the participantdid not terminatethe noise by the
150th second, the computerautomaticallystopped.
In the control condition, before the noise started,participants were told that, for the first 10 seconds they listened
to the noise, they would earn 10 M&M's; for the second
10 seconds, nine M&M's; for the third 10 seconds, eight
M&M's; and so forth. During the noise episode, they saw
on the computer screen the number of M&M's they had
earned.
In the linear medium condition, before the noise started,
participantswere told that, for every second they listened
to the noise, they would earn one point, and that, for the
first 10 points, they would earn 10 M&M's; for the second
10 points, nine M&M's; for the third 10 points, eight
M&M's; and so forth. During the noise episode, they saw
on the computer screen the number of points they had
earned. As will be elaboratedupon later, the predictionis
thatrespondentsin this conditionwould be willing to endure
the noise longer than those in the control condition.
In the concave medium condition, prior to the noise episode, participantswere told that, for the first 10 seconds
they listened to the noise, they would earn 10 points; for
the second 10 seconds, nine points;for the third 10 seconds,

The results (both the means and the medians) are summarizedin figure 4. As predictedin hypothesis 3a, respondents in the linear medium condition endured the noise
longer than those in the control condition (t = 1.98,p =
.05, two-tailed test; p < .05, one-tailed test). As predicted
in hypothesis 3b, respondentsin the concave medium condition did not differ significantlyfrom those in the control
condition (t < 1, NS, one-tailed test or two-tailedtest). Further analysis indicatedthat the linearmediumconditiondiffered not only from the control condition but also from the
concave mediumcondition,thoughthe effect was only marginally significant (t = 1.70,p = .09, two-tailed test; p <
.05, one-tailed test). A planned contrast analysis that assigned a weight of 2 to the linear medium condition and a
FIGURE 4
STUDY 5 RESULTS
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weight of -1 to the other two conditions yielded a significant result (F(1, 88) = 4.61, p < .05), which furtherconfirmed the prediction that willingness to endure the noise
was greatest in the linear medium condition.
Study 5 extends the previous studies to continuous behaviors and shows thatthe presenceof a mediumcan indeed
increasewillingness to exert effort when the payoff function
of the outcome is concave. It also demonstratesthat the
mediumeffect is not due to the merepresenceof the medium
but, rather,is due to the linearpayoff patternof the medium.
If the payoff patternof the medium is as concave as the
outcome, there will be no medium effect.
Theoretically,neitherthe linearpatternof the mediumnor
the concave patternof the outcome is a necessary condition
for the mediumeffect. As long as the mediumhas a different
payoff patternthan the outcome, there should be a medium
effect.
Ecologically, however,the combinationof a linearpattern
of the medium and a concave pattern of the outcome is
significant because it resembles many real-world workmoney relationships,where (a) the amountof money people
earn increases linearly as they work harderor longer, but
(b) the utility function of the money is concave.

A SYN'HESIS OF THE THREE CASES
In this section, we examine the three cases. In the first
case, a medium makes a not so advantageousoption appear
more advantageous.In the second case, a medium transforms a risky choice into a seemingly riskless one. In the
last case, a medium turnsa concave payoff relationshipinto
a seemingly linear one.
Despite the apparentdifferences,the second and the third
cases are variations of the first. In each case, the medium
effect occurs because M2/M1is greaterthan 02/01. To demonstratethis, considerthe Stock/Cashstudy (study4), which
demonstratesthe illusion-of-certaintyeffect. In that study,
Ml = 1,000 shares of stock, and M2 = 3,000 shares of
stock; 0, = v($1,000), and 02 = w(50%)v($6,000),where
v is the prospecttheory value function and w is the prospect
theory probabilityweighting function.Because the prospect
theory value function is concave in the gain domain and w
(50%) is typically no greaterthan 0.5 (e.g., Kahnemanand
Tversky 1979), it follows that M2/M1 >

02/01.2

This ex-

plains why people were more willing to work the extra
monthin the mediumconditionthanin the controlcondition.
The same analysis can be applied even to the Noise study
(study 5) involving continuousbehavior.Let 0, and 02 denote the numbersof M&M's earned at time tl and time t2,
respectively (t2 > tl), and M1 and M2 denote the number of

points earned at t, and t2, respectively.3Then, for any t2 >
2Notethateven if we were to subjectM, andM2to prospecttheory'svalue
function transformation, it would still hold that v(M2)/v(M,)=
v(3,000)/v(1,000) > 02/0, = w(50%)v($6,000)/v(1,000).
3Strictlyspeaking,0, and 02 shoulddenote the desirabilityof the number
of M&M's at tl and t2, but the numberof M&M's and its desirablityare
highly correlatedwithin the range permittedin this study. Even if the two
variablesare not perfectlycorrelated,the basic analysis here will still hold.

10 seconds, the ratio M2/M1in the linear mediumcondition
was always greater than the ratio 021/1,

as well as than the

M2,/Min the concave mediumcondition.This explains why
the participantswere more willing to endure the noise in
the linearmediumconditionthanin the othertwo conditions.
These analyses illustrate the underlying similarity of the
illusion-of-certaintyand the illusion-of-linearitycases to the
illusion-of-advantagecase.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
People often make decisions in situationswhere the immediate outcome is a medium. In this article,we have demonstrateda systematicdifferencebetween choice with a medium and choice without a medium, and we have identified
several boundaryconditions of this effect. In this section,
we discuss potentialtopics for futureresearchand practical
and theoreticalimplicationsof researchon medium.

PotentialTopicsfor FutureResearch
Research on medium can potentially encompass many
interestingtopics. The currentresearchcovers only a small
subset of these topics, but we hope that it is seminal and
that, along with other recent works in the area (e.g., Kivetz
and Simonson 2002; Van Osselaer et al. 2001), it will generate interest for future research. The following are some
potentialtopics. First, this articlehas focused only on three
types of medium effects. We believe that a medium can
exert its influencethroughotherchannels.For example,suppose that the actual outcome of a behaviorhas to be delivered long after the occurrence of the behavior.Then, if a
medium is introducedand is delivered right after the occurrenceof the behavior,it is likely to have a positive effect.
This effect can be called the illusion of immediacy. Also,
controllingfor the actualoutcome, a streamof mediumthat
is dispensed in an ascending temporalsequence is likely to
produce a different effect than a streamof medium that is
dispensedin a descendingtemporalsequence (e.g., Van Osselaer and Alba 2000; see also Ariely 1998; Hsee and Abelson 1991; Loewenstein and Prelec 1993). This effect can
be called the illusion of trend.In general,a mediumis likely
to have an effect on willingness to exert effortif the medium
alters the perceived returnof the effort.
Second, although we have defined medium narrowlyas
an instrumentused to tradefor somethingelse, our findings
may be generalizedto a morebroadlydefinedmedium-any
proxy representationfor a more fundamentalvalue. For example,a student'sGREscore can be consideredas a medium
for her chance of being admittedto a desired graduateprogram (outcome) and a professor's number of publications
can be considered as a medium for his contributionto the
field (outcome). Just as a narrowly defined medium can
create illusions of advantage,certainty,or linearity for the
outcome, so can a proxy variable create such illusions for
the more fundamentalvalue.
Third, future research may investigate other moderators
of the medium effect than what this researchhas identified.
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Generally,factors that lead people to focus their attention
on the medium phase will enhance the mediumeffect. One
such factor is cognitive load. Cognitive load will limit people's mental capacity to see beyond the immediatelyavailable layer and therebyincreasethe influenceof the medium.
Anothersuch factor is the mental effort needed to figure
out the amountof mediumfor each option. The more effort
it requires,the more people will focus their attentionon the
medium phase, and the greaterwill be the medium effect.
A study we recently conductedlent preliminarysupportto
this idea. The study involved one controlcondition(without
points) and two medium conditions (with points). In all
conditions, there were three choice options, and the correspondingoutcomes were similarlyattractive.In the two mediumconditions,the threeoptionsentaileddifferentnumbers
of points.In one of the mediumconditions(theeasy-medium
condition), which option correspondedto how many points
was transparentlygiven. In the othermediumcondition(the
difficult-mediumcondition), which option correspondedto
how many points was not readily given; the researchparticipantshad to follow a specified calculationrule to figure
out the relationship by themselves. Two results emerged
from this study. First, those in the easy-mediumcondition
were more likely to choose the option with the most number
of points than were those in the control condition. This is
merely a replicationof the regularmedium effect. Second,
confirming our speculation about effort and the medium
effect, the tendency to choose the option with the most
numberof points was even greaterin the difficult-medium
condition than in the easy-mediumcondition. It seems that
people who exert effort to deal with the intricaciesof media
are more susceptibleto the influenceof the media and more
oblivious to the final outcomes.
It should be noted that the moderatorsdiscussed above
are different from the moderatorsin the Snickers/Almond
Joy study (whether the medium ratio was 60/100 or
60/61) andin the Noise/M&M's study(whetherthe medium
returnwas linear or concave). To appreciatethe difference,
let us revisit our definitionof the medium effect. We have
defined the medium effect as the difference in choice between the medium and the control conditions, namely, the
difference between

02 - -E2
M2
L(medium)= w- + (1 - w)
Ml
O1 El

(2)

and
L(control)

-E2
O0

(1)

E1

These equationssuggest thatthe mediumeffect can be moderatedby two types of factors:those influencingthe size of
M21/Mand those influencingthe size of w. The moderators
in the Snickers/AlmondJoy study and in the Noise/M&M's
study concern M2/M,. On the other hand, the factors we
proposed in this section-attention and cognitive load-

concern w. Since the currentresearch has studied M2/Mi
more extensively, futureresearchshould focus more on w.
Finally, future research should shed more light on the
psychological process underlying the medium effect. Our
preferredexplanationof the effect is psychological myopia;
it is most consistent with the diverse literaturesreviewed
earlier.According to that explanation,the effort -, medium
relationshipis more directly related to one's decision than
the medium-+ outcome relationship,and thereforeexerts a
greaterimpact.
We now entertaintwo otherexplanations.One also attributes the mediumeffect to the excessive influenceof the effort
mediumrelationship,but it attributesthe excessive influence not to myopia but to people's preferencefor objective
over subjectiveinformation(see Hsee et al. [forthcoming]for
evidence for this preference).Typically,which optionbrings
moremedium(the effort-> mediumrelationship)seems more
objective and unequivocalthan which medium level brings
the better outcome (the medium -, outcome relationship);
thereforeit exerts more influence.However,this explanation
seems incompatiblewith the results of the Noise/M&M's
study, in which the numberof M&M's is as unequivocalas
the numberof points. Anotherexplanationattributesthe medium effect merely to people's preferencefor more medium.
Obviously, the first two explanationsalso rely on the assumptionthatpeople prefermore mediumbut thatthey combine thatpreferencewith myopiaandpreferencefor objective
information.The last explanationtreats the preferencefor
more medium as a sufficient cause for the medium effect.
This explanationseems most parsimonious,but it also seems
too generaland amorphousto be satisfactory.Regardlessof
its ultimateexplanation,the mediumeffect, we believe, is an
interestingand fertile topic, and it entails both practicaland
philosophicalimplications,which we discuss next.

Implications
The practicalimplicationsof the currentresearchare obvious. For instance, it can help organizationsdevise token
reinforcementsystems to boost worker motivation. It can
also assist marketersin designing point-awardingfrequency
programsto enhanceconsumerloyalty. Frequencyprograms
have become ubiquitous in recent years, and researchers
have identified many factors that contributeto their popularity (e.g., Kivetz and Simonson 2002; Van Osselaeret al.
2001). The currentwork providesan additionalperspective:
marketerscan stimulatepurchasingbehaviorby manipulating the way the medium in such a program-for example,
points or credits-is distributed.
More importantly,the currentwork deliversbroaderphilosophical implications. Although in this article we have
treatedthingssuch as candiesandmoney as "outcomes,"they
are actually also media. Arguably,the ultimateoutcome of
any action is affective experience-broadly defined, happiness. Anythingbetweenour behaviorand happinessis a medium. This propositionleads to some interestingcorollaries:
First,thereare typically multiplelayers of mediabetween

MEDIUMMAXIMIZATION
our behavior and the ultimateoutcome-happiness. For exmemberflies, he acample, when a frequent-flyer-program
cumulatesmiles. He then redeemsthe miles for a free airline
ticket. With the ticket, he takes a vacation. He then derives
happiness from the vacation. Here, miles, the ticket, and
even the vacationcan all be construedas media,as illustrated
below:
Flying -o miles

- ticket -+ vacation -*
happiness.

As another example, consider a student who uses the
money she has earnedfrom work to purchasea camera,then
takes photos, and then derivesjoy from looking at the photos. Here, the money, the camera, and even the photos are
all media:
Work- money -- camera-o photos - happiness.

Indeed, we are surroundedby media-multiple layers of
media. If you are "digitallycorrect,"you may say that life
is a "multimediasystem."
Second, although this researchhas focused primarilyon
the relationship between narrowly defined media (e.g.,
points) and their immediate outcomes (e.g., candies), its
implications are much broader and are applicable to the
relationship between any layer of medium in the "multimedia system" and the ultimateoutcome, happiness.Social
scientists have observed that people in industrializedcountries have been workingharderand harderand accumulating
more and more wealth, yet theirhappinesshas not increased
appreciably(e.g., Diener and Biswas-Diener2002; Easterlin
2001; Frank1999; Frey and Stutzer2002; Schor 1993;Veenhoven 1993). Although these observations have received
numerous interpretations(e.g., Brickman and Campbell
1971; Scitovsky 1992; see also Kahneman, Diener, and
Schwarz 1999), the currentresearch provides a new perspective. Typically, the longer or harderwe work, the more
money and materialgoods we can receive. In other words,
the relationshipbetween work and wealth/materialgoods is
usually riskless and linear. However, the relationshipbetween money/materialgoods and ultimatehappinessis usually uncertainand concave. What the currentresearchsuggests is that money/materialgoods can serve as a medium
that createsillusions of certaintyand linearity.Thus, people,
who focus on these media are likely to overwork and overaccumulatemoney/materialgoods.
In this article, we have portrayedthe pursuit of an inherently worthless medium as if it were a mistake. But it
may not be. The accumulationof a medium,especially when
it requireseffort, may engendera sense of accomplishment
and self-efficacy (e.g., Bandura 1982) and generatejoy in
and of itself. It may also enhance the enjoyment of the
reward, as the reward may be perceived as a self-gift for
the accomplishment(e.g., Mick and DeMoss 1990). If these
conjectureshold, then it is not irrationalto pursue media.
For many people, happinesscomes not only from the end

of the effort - multimedia

-.

happiness chain but also from
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amid the multimediaphases. In a way, the multimediachain
is like an onion. An onion is a multilayerentity. When a
person peels off a layer, his action can be considered as a
means to accessing the heart of the onion. But there is not
really a heart. If people resist the temptationto enjoy each
layer as they peel inward,then there will be nothing left to
enjoy once they reach the center. To enjoy an onion is to
enjoy its layers. To enjoy life is to enjoy its media.
[David Glen Mick served as editor and Joel Huber served
as associate editorfor this article.]
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